
Hearst Elementary School PTA
Minutes from November 2, 2022 Executive Board (EB) Meeting

● Open House (Claire Cinque, PTA Co-President)
○ Will be this Friday. Amanda Provost is organizing and doing a fantastic job.

Hopefully we will be getting 2-3 more volunteers.
○ Will use slides from Back to School Night.
○ Principal Geoffroy noted that the smart board in the library is currently working.

She noted that the smart boards throughout the building have had operational
issues but that they are scheduled to be replaced in 2023.

● Partner Teacher funds (Claire)
○ Claire asked the EB whether there were any concerns about making $500

available to each of the partner teachers in 2nd-5th grade, and no concerns were
raised.  Ms Gray will communicate to the 4 partner teachers about this, and
Claire/Diana will make sure the correct names are added to the treasurer’s list for
reimbursements.

● Scholastic Book Fair update (Claire)
○ Claire stated that the Book Fair will be open from Friday, November 18-Monday,

November 21, and that it may be open additional days if the materials from
Scholastic arrive earlier that week.

○ Ms. Gray (PTA Teacher Representative) asked the EB whether the PTA would
provide funds to allow every child the ability to select one book, as has been done
in previous years. Ms. Prince (PTA Corresponding Secretary) stated that the book
was required to be $5 or less. Ms. Prince contacted Ms. V to find out what was
done in the past.

○ Claire said that if there is a way to fund this, then we should do so.
○ Andrew Paciorek (PTA Bookkeeper) stated that those funds would come out of

income from the Book Fair.
○ Ms Gray asked the EB whether there would be time for each class to visit the

book fair, as was the case in the past.
○ Claire stated that the time frame is short because Scholastic has not been clear

about when the materials will arrive, so we can’t commit to it opening earlier.
○ Principal Geoffroy said the Book Fair is usually five full days. She said she thinks

there may be a communication issue related to the dates and that she will
double-check with Ms. Bourbon.

● Auction (Mia Olsen, PTA Co-President)
○ We have an Auction committee that has gotten off the ground.
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○ We have split up the tasks. The most active group is the group that is taking on the
party planning, led by Billie Hinnen and Rita Powell. They are thinking about a
90s prom theme. The current thinking is that the Auction would be at Hearst.

○ One big question is the date. We are considering late March/early April. Another
possibility would be late April (after spring break).

○ Claire said the last week of March could work, but recommended not holding it
any earlier than that. She also noted that at the end of April and in May, you run
into end-of-year conflicts.

○ Mia asked Principal Geoffroy whether there were issues with reserving the gym.
Principal Geoffroy said a building use agreement may be necessary because DPR
gets first dibs on the weekend.

○ Principal Geoffroy said she did not think the liquor license issue was different for
inside the building vs. outside.

○ Mia asked how much time it takes to get a building use agreement from DGS.
Principal Geoffroy said it can take 2-3 weeks but is usually faster.

○ Mia stated that once we have a date, we can start planning in earnest.

● Owl Fund
○ Andrew noted that, as of Saturday, we are at about $60k with ~33% participation,

but that the numbers are likely a bit higher now.
○ Claire said those numbers are good and that we are keeping pace with last year.
○ Ms. Gray asked when the Owl Fund campaign is ending? Claire said she thinks

the Owl Fund team is planning for a final push at Hearst Day, and then the
campaign would end on the 19th, but that she would confirm with Christina
Burnett.

● PTA meeting (Claire)
○ Claire noted that, for the agenda so far, we have an Owl Fund update, a plug for

Hearst Day, and the Book Fair. She suggested that, in light of the relatively short
agenda, we do a virtual meeting. The EB agreed unanimously.

○ Ms. Prince and Ms. Gray stated that they would talk to the teachers about a
teacher presentation for a future PTA meeting.

○ Claire noted that Julie H. had more ideas for guest speakers.
○ Claire asked the group what the next steps should be from the Jeremy Joseph

presentation about smartphones and whether anything should be done to
encourage continuing conversation around the issue.

○ Principal Geoffroy said she was hesitant to get school staff and personnel more
involved in spreading a message not fully approved or vetted by DCPS. She stated
that the school has a specific role if things happen with smartphones or social
media that impact the school, but otherwise, it may not be our place as a school.
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○ Claire stated that the idea would just be to encourage the conversation among
parents, but that she understands the concern and will think about whether to do
something with the PTA website.

○ Claire noted that there will be time at the PTA meeting for an open conversation
during which parents can raise concerns.

● Hearst Day (Claire)
○ Ms. Gray informed the group that the gear sale is set to close tomorrow (Thursday

11/3) at midnight. She said the hat purchases are a bit low, but other items are on
track to meet the sales targets.

○ Claire stated that we will be opening a second gear fundraiser at Hearst Day and
that people will be able to see the items and place an order.

○ Ms. Gray stated that the items will likely be arriving on Friday 11/18, so we need
to figure out who will get the items unboxed.

○ Claire told the group that we are still working to find a food truck.
○ Eulynn Shiu (PTA VP) said she would follow up with Wegmans about the cake

proposal.

● Mia noted that, on December 4, there will be a Kendra Scott fundraiser and that 20% of
the proceeds will go to Hearst.

● Diana Suarez (PTA Treasurer) informed the group that the PTA applied for a credit card
two weeks ago. She said the bank lost some of the PTA’s materials and that she would go
back tomorrow to get an update.
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